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17The bactericidal activity (BA) of antimicrobial agents is generally derived from the results of killing assays. A re-
18liable quantitative characterization and particularly a comparison of these substances, however, are impossible
19with this information. We here propose a newmethod that takes into account the course of the complete killing
20curve for assaying BA and that allows a clear-cut quantitative comparison of antimicrobial agents with only one
21number.
22The new Integral Method, based on the reciprocal area below the killing curve, reliably calculates an average BA
23[log10 CFU/min] and, by implementation of the agent's concentration C, the average specific bactericidal activity
24SBA = BA / C [log10 CFU/min/mM].
25Based on experimental killing data, the pertaining BA and SBA values of exemplary active halogen compounds
26were established, allowing quantitative assertions.N-chlorotaurine (NCT), chloramine T (CAT), monochloramine
27(NH2Cl), and iodine (I2) showed extremely diverging SBA values of 0.0020 ± 0.0005, 1.11 ± 0.15, 3.49 ± 0.22,
28and 291 ± 137 log10 CFU/min/mM, respectively, against Staphylococcus aureus. This immediately demonstrates
29an approximately 550-fold stronger activity of CAT, 1730-fold of NH2Cl, and 150,000-fold of I2 compared to NCT.
30The inferred quantitative assertions and conclusions prove the new method suitable for characterizing bacteri-
31cidal activity. Its application comprises the effect of defined agents on various bacteria, the consequence of tem-
32perature shifts, the influence of varying drug structure, dose–effect relationships, ranking of isosteric agents,
33comparison of competing commercial antimicrobial formulations, and the effect of additives.

34 © 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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39 1. Introduction

40 The performance of killing of pathogens by antimicrobial chemicals
41 is of considerable importance in medicine, because it indicates the us-
42 ability of a given agent under conditions of practice. The results of
43 such tests are presented by killing curves that demonstrate the surviv-
44 ing colony forming units (CFU) per ml in a suspension of test bacteria
45 in the presence of a test agent after defined incubation times. The
46 forms of killing curves substantially depend on the nature of the bacte-
47 ria and their initial number as well as on the nature of the agent and its
48 concentration. This implies that under standardized conditions, i.e., the
49 same bacterial strain and initial log CFU, the specific activity of an agent

50can be determined. By visual examination of killing curves, therefore, a
51comparison of individual agents is possible, yielding qualitative informa-
52tion concerning their relative bactericidal activity (BA).
53For the evaluation of disinfectants and antiseptics in human medi-
54cine, the European Union has issued several norms based on the quan-
55titative suspension test (http://www.en-standard.eu/, e.g., EN 13727
56and EN 1040 for bactericidal activity in the medical area European
57Norm (EN) 1040, 2005; European Norm (EN) 13727, 2012, EN 12791
58for surgical hand disinfection European Norm (EN) 12791, 2005, EN
591276 and EN 13697 for bactericidal activity in food, industrial, domestic
60and institutional areas European Norm (EN) 1276, 2009; European
61Norm (EN) 13697, 2002). The results of such protocols demonstrate
62whether a product has passed the respective EN test requirements,
63mostly ≥5 log reduction within 5 min. However, these standards give
64only a punctual account without any information about the kinetics of
65the bactericidal process. As a general standard for approval of disinfec-
66tants, it appears to be sufficient.
67However, for scientific characterization of microbicidal agents, par-
68ticularly those that come directly in contact with human tissue under
69different conditions (antiseptics, antibiotics), a quantitative measure
70that would allow a more exact judgment of the microbicidal activity is
71of interest. Such ameasure should take into account the course of killing
72curves, and it should be easily accessible from the curves.
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Abbreviations: BA, bactericidal activity; CAT, chloramine T; CFU, colony forming units;
DL, detection limit; DM-NCT, N-chloro-dimethyltaurine; NCT, N-chlorotaurine; SBA,
specific bactericidal activity; tDL, killing time; tg, tangent.
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73 Amethod to gain such information could consist in determining the
74 killing time tDL necessary to reach the detection limit (DL) of CFU in
75 quantitative killing assays. A DL of 1 log10 (2 log10), for instance, indi-
76 cates that a count below10CFU/ml (100 CFU/ml) is not detectable. Gen-
77 erally, such DLs originate from small volumes plated (usually≤ 0.1 ml)
78 and from dilutions in solutions that inactivate the test agent. However,
79 determination of tDL is inaccurate and even impossible if DL is not
80 reached at all, as it is the case in incomplete killing curves (see also
81 Section 2.1).
82 Early investigations of the kinetics of disinfection revealed a first
83 order reaction for the killing of living bacteria caused by heat or toxic
84 agents (Chick, 1910). This approach indicates that within the same
85 time intervals the same percentage of CFU will be destroyed. A semi-
86 logarithmic graph, i.e., log of surviving CFU (ordinate) vs time (abscis-
87 sa), yields a straight line that intersects the abscissa with an angle α,
88 the tangent of which suggests itself as a possible quantitative measure
89 for the average BA.

tg α ¼ −d log10 CFUð Þ=dt ¼ BA min−1
h i

: ð1Þ
9191

Instead of straight lines, such graphs in practice often show curved
92 ones, with a high killing rate at the beginning, which gradually
93 decreases towards the detection limit. This curvature preferably occurs
94 with highly active agents (HOCl, active bromine compounds) (Gottardi
95 et al., 2014), and can be explained by the depletion of the agent at the
96 beginning of the killing process, and also by the enhanced tolerability
97 of clumped bacteria or bacteria in a special state (e.g., small colony var-
98 iants, persisters) (Glaser et al., 2014; Heras et al., 2014; Wood et al.,
99 2013), which might be responsible for an overlong tail of the curve. As
100 a consequence, BA (tg α) are not constant quantities, but can be speci-
101 fied by one characteristic number only as averaged values. The chal-
102 lenge was, therefore, to find a straight line that best approximates the
103 bactericidal activity presented in the log CFU/time curve and whose
104 slope (tg α) is a measure for BA of the tested sample. It is needless to
105 say that the results achieved should confirm the ones of the visual com-
106 parison of killing curves.
107 In a study dealing with isosteric chlorine and bromine compounds
108 (Gottardi et al., 2014), extremely differing killing times were observed,
109 which suggested quantifying them numerically. For approximating the
110 killing curve with a straight line, whose slope equals BA, the authors
111 used the averaged log reductions and exposure times (see method #3,
112 Appendix A). Because the concentrations used differed by a factor of
113 up to 1000, presentation on the same graph and visual check of the kill-
114 ing curves were not always possible. By including the concentration C
115 (in mM), the specific bactericidal activity (SBA) of the agent was obtain-
116 ed, which enabled a reliable comparison throughout.

SBA ¼ BA=C log10 CFU=min=mM½ �: ð2Þ
118118

Using this parameter, results based on differing agent concentra-
119 tions could be compared, where SBA values differing by a factor up to
120 40,000 (range 0.003 to 120 log10 CFU/min/mM) allowed a relative
121 ranking of the investigated chlorine and bromine agents (Gottardi
122 et al., 2014). In spite of this acceptable performance, the method ex-
123 posed the shortcoming that in case of small differences in BA or SBA, a
124 comparison of the calculated BA occasionally tended to disagree with
125 the trend suggested by the curves. By removing the longer exposure
126 times, slopes were obtained that finally concurred with the visual
127 examination.
128 This is a seriousflaw. Omitting regularmeasuring points to obtain, or
129 even support, a certain result is a strong indication of an inapt data in-
130 terpretation. It was, therefore, of interest to find a method that approx-
131 imates the average slope of killing curves without these inadequacies.
132 For this purpose, conceivable ways for finding a suitable approximation
133 were investigated (see Appendix A: “Theoretic considerations”) which

134finally led to the “Integral Method” as the best solution for assessing
135tg α.

1362. Methods

1372.1. One-number interpretation of killing curves (Integral Method)

138Contrary to earlier methods to quantify bactericidal activity (BA) by
139one number we make use of not only the measurements (data points)
140of the killing curves but also of the detection limit (DL). It gives, by
141definition, the same result for any log CFU b DL, namely no detection
142at all. This approach allows to differentiate between relevant data
143(log CFU NDL) and irrelevant ones (log CFU bDL), aswell as to establish
144a relevance order byusing a “killing relevance variable” (K) as the differ-
145ence of the data (log CFU) to the irrelevance level (DL),

K ¼ logCFU–DL: ð3Þ
147147

Under these auspices, a look on any killing curve suggests that the
148area between the killing curve and the detection limit, which is the in-
149tegral over the killing curve with DL as abscissa level, or the integral
150over the relevance coordinate K, is a reciprocal measure of the average
151BA. It is directly apparent that the smaller the area, the faster killing
152occurs.
153The straight line that represents the average BA by its corresponding
154tangent is the one, which, starting from the same first data point
155log CFU (t = 0), provides the same integral. Mathematical details are
156given in Appendix A, a calculation program (Excel file) in Appendix B.
157It should be mentioned that the choice of the detection limit is not
158very critical. That is, our method works rather well even if DL is, for
159some reason, not securely established. Also, killing curves with not too
160large differences in log CFU (t=0) can be directly compared. Neverthe-
161less, a good experimental methodology is recommended.

1622.1.1. Explanation of the Integral Method based on Fig. 1
163By addition of the trapezoids 1–5 the area A of the killing curve down
164to the detection limit (DL = 2 log10 CFU) is found. A rectangle of equal
165area has the ordinate y = log10 CFU (t = 0) − DL, while the abscissa
166comes to x=A / y. The rectangle x× y is transformed into anorthogonal
167triangle with the same area. Its hypotenuse forms with the abscissa the
168angleα, whose tangent, tgα=y / 2x, represents the sought average BA.
169A calculation program (excel file) is presented in Appendix B.

5

Fig. 1. Schematic explanation of the Integral Method. Derivation of the averaged bacteri-
cidal activity from the area below the killing curve. Killing curve (open squares and
thick dotted line), detection limit (thin dotted line). A = area below the curve = sum of
trapezoids 1 to 5= 5.25+ 7.50+ 10.75+ 5.95+ 1.0= 30.45 log10 CFU ×min. Abscissa
of rectangle = A / (log10 CFUt = 0 − 2) = 30.45 / 6 = 5.075 min. Abscissa of triangle =
2 × 5.075 = 10.15 min. Area below the curve = area rectangle = area triangle. tg α =
6 / 10.15 = 0.591 log10 CFU/min. tg α = (K0

2 − Kn
2) / 2A = (36 − 0) / 60.9 =

0.591 log10 CFU/min (Eq. (7)).
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